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QUICK RELEASE TV BRACKET
• Attach the TV Bracket to your TV with the 		
4 sets of fixings provided as indicated below.
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The Wall Bracket is designed to
screw to a mounting surface, which
must be of a suitable load bearing
strength to support the
combined weight of the TV and
Wall Bracket.

IMPORTANT: - Please check the VESA holes in
the TV are deep enough to accommodate
the bolts supplied.
• Then slide your TV onto the Wall Bracket. 		
washers and screws provided as indicated 		
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Should the mounting surface lack
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the rear of the surface for
additional rigidity.
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Firstly, decide on the location of the bracket.
Using the Wall Plate as a template, mark the
three holes and drill 3 pilot holes.
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IMPORTANT: - Please ensure the wall plate
is level before drilling.
• Secure the Wall Plate with 3 sets of 		
washers and screws provided as indicated 		
below.

M4 Shake Proof Washer
M4 10mm Bolt

VERTICAL VIEW
• To adjust the TV's vertical viewing angle, 		
loosen the central bolt as indicated and 		
tighten. There is a ±10 degree adjustment.
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M4 10mm Bolt

VERTICAL VIEW
• To adjust the TV's vertical viewing angle, 		
loosen the central bolt as indicated and 		
tighten. There is a ±10 degree adjustment.

M6 Large Washer
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No.5 x 30 Posi-Pan
Wood Screw

No.5 x 30 Posi-Pan
Wood Screw

• Now, slide the Wall Bracket assembly down
over the Wall Plate until it 'clicks' into place.

IMPORTANT: - Please ensure the wall plate
is level before drilling.

IMPORTANT: - Please check the VESA holes in
the TV are deep enough to accommodate
the bolts supplied.

IMPORTANT: - Once adjusted, please ensure
your TV doesn't catch on the mounting surface.
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HORIZONTAL VIEW
To adjust the TV's horizontal viewing angle, loosen
the wing nut, adjust and then re-tighten to prevent
movement.

Please refer to the annotated image
on the back of the retail box for
additional information.

IMPORTANT WHEN TRAVELLING
Please tighten the wing nut on the
hinge to prevent the TV moving
when travelling.
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